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A word from Steve

Hi everyone,

I hope you are all coping with things both at home and at work, what an unprecedented situation we are

experiencing! From all of at the Driving Range, we hope you, your family and employees are safe and can see your

way through these difficult times.

At the Range we have taken the following precautions should you be looking for an escape into the sunshine for a

while…

• Sanitizers are available at the Bistro and on the Range.

• Matts and bay dividers have been moved further apart to assist with social distancing.

• Increased cleaning and sanitizing regimes.

• All staff are aware of the situation and trained to make sure we limit the possibility of transferring the virus.

Some positive newsSome positive news

Some positive news was the excellent result from Kevin Stone on the Sunshine Senior Tour event (last for a while)

held at Johannesburg Country Club. Kevin at 53 years of age shot a 61 in the second and final round, his best ever as

Professional to win by 10 shots! Who would believe you can peak at this age…
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Student of the week

A happy student - Thanks to Sarvan Naidoo for sending through this feedback…

Hi Steve,

Thanks for the tip yesterday. It pays to go to those who know and not listen to all the range rats who think they

know. J.

I think your 5-minute session will do more good for my game than me hitting 1000 balls in a week and not having

a clue of how to achieve a proper strike. I think there’s a huge lesson for all us amateur golfers, we’ll spend

thousands of Rands hitting balls but won’t invest in a 5-minute session with a trained professional who’ll get us



doing the right things much quicker without hitting so many balls. J.

I have done a screen grab below of Justin Spieth’s swing sequence (bottom right to top left) to show how by doing

the impact drill you showed me yesterday will achieve what I asked you in my initial question i.e. how to "cover

the ball"!

Much appreciated,

Sarvan

 

You can still play golfYou can still play golf

The tip I gave Sarvan can be viewed here, it’s an excellent drill to do at home…

 

Contact me if you have any questions or need feedback on your swing!

   Speak to me >Speak to me >  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFSULSPeLjM&feature=youtu.be
https://mountedgecombe.greensidegolfer.com/contactus


Find your truth
 

The lie that makes a good swing betterThe lie that makes a good swing better
 

 

Hitting the green from over 120 metres out with solid iron contact is a great feeling. And you could experience it

more regularly when your lie angle is correct. It’s also going to make it easier to control where you land on the

green.

 

A stubborn slice could be caused by a lie angle that is too flat for you, rather than a swing issue. By correcting this,

you can avoid unnecessary swing adjustments while hitting it straighter and more consistently.

 

Many brands try and solve the problems they think each golfer might have at different handicap levels by

creating off-the-shelf irons with a specific lie angle. But that might not be right for you.



Build your best game

 

 

When you can stand over a three- or four-foot putt knowing it’s going in, you add confidence to your whole game.

 

 

NO MORE THREE PUTTS

There are many small tweaks that can help to calm the stroke. When you’re on the practice green, your main focus

should be developing a rhythmic, pendulum motion that’s easy to repeat.

 



How important is playing better golf to you?

Please let us know >Please let us know >

 

Happy golfing!

Steve
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